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You may not be able to afford expensive custom workflow software like Quark Publishing 
System or Adobe InCopy used in big newsrooms, but there are other options for small 
magazine. Using only Google Documents, you can duplicate some of the best parts of 
those systems — smoother workflow, fewer errors and less wasted time — and not pay 
a cent. 

This is the system we’ve implemented at This Magazine. It’s evolved over time, and 
will continue to do so. Just bear in mind that these steps work for us; your mileage may 
vary. And I’m happy to talk specifics: Just email me at gfscott@gmail.com.

Edit: The article shows up in my 
document list. At this point, I could 
edit the article myself, or share it 
so others can work on it too. One 
nice feature of Google Docs is that 
it disaster-proofs your copy, tracking 
every revision made to an article: 
what changed and when, and who 
made the change (fig. 2). At any 
time, you can revert to an earlier 
version. Once my edits have been 
made to the piece, it’s ready for 
fact-checking and layout. I rename 
the article to add “CHECKING” to the 
filename, and share it with our interns 
and art director.

Share: “Shared folders” allow you to drag and drop articles and instantly 
share them with colleagues (fig. 3 — the folder icons with people on them 
indicate that the folder is shared). In this setup, I’ve made a folder that will 
hold all the articles for the March 2010 issue (for the art director), and two 
subfolders (one for each intern). By selecting “Share this folder” (fig. 4) when 
I make the folder and granting access to each person, I now have a system 
that will automatically route articles to the right people. When I drag an article to 
“Meagan’s Factchecking,” Google Docs now automatically grants her access 
to that file, and sends her an email letting her know it’s ready. And because 
it’s a subfolder of the “March 2010” file, which is shared with the art director, 
he automatically gets access and an email at the same time. He can start 
working with the draft version, assigning visuals and seeing how the copy 
is fitting, while the article is being fact-checked. When Meagan’s done with 
the checking and has made her corrections, she renames the article to add 
“CLOSED” to the filename (fig. 5). Right away, the art director can see that 
the article is done, download the text (fig. 6) and finalize it in layout. At every 
stage, I can see at a glance who’s working on what, and where it is in the 
production process.

It’s quick and dirty, but this system works for us. With a free web service, we 
get a copyflow system with advanced features like revision tracking, user 
access control and drag-and-drop document routing. Best of all for a small, 
cash-strapped operation: the price is right. 
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What’s up? Docs 

The core of our system is Google Docs (docs.google.com). A quick primer for the 
unfamiliar: Google Docs is an online word processor. You can import and export 
Microsoft Word files, PDFs, spreadsheets, and more. Google stores all your data 
on their servers, and you work on it through the browser. The benefits are clear:
 
•  If you’ve got internet, you can work. PC or Mac? iPhone or Blackberry? 
    Home or away? Doesn’t matter.
•  Security and stability. Some people are wary of handing over their data to  
   Google, which I think is backwards. I never back up my hard drive. I’m prone  
    to dropping laptops in puddles. With virtually everything related to data storage,     
   security and reliability, Google is better at it than I am.
•  One file that’s always up to date. If you’re emailing Word files around, it’s    
    likely that someone will mistakenly lay out an older version of an article, or   
    some important fact-checking changes will be missed. By centralizing each article 
    as a Google Document, you’ll always have the most recent version on your  
    screen, no matter who worked on it last. 

How it Works

Upload: I upload the article to the 
system once the writer and editor 
have agreed on a final draft. With 
two people, the email-and-attachment 
method still works fine; it’s when 
you introduce more players — art 
directors, fact-checkers, and more 
— that it gets complicated. So 
once the writer and handling editor 
sign off, I import the Word file into 
Google Docs (fig. 1).
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